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Abstrat

Morphology of

Compat Lyman Break Galaxies at z ≃ 3

by

Sara Meredes Ogaz

Star forming galaxies at high redshifts is a quikly growing area of study. These galaxies an help

us understand the history of galaxy formation, and how our present day galaxies ame into being.

We have studied Lyman break galaxies at redshift z ∼ 3 taken from the Hubble Great Observatories

Origins Deep Survey-North using high resolution Hubble Spae Telesope Advaned Camera for

Surveys images. We pay partiular attention to the outer parts of the galaxies. This is a di�ult

task given the faintness of objets at suh a high redshift. To help with this we have hosen to stak

the Lyman break galaxies that are seleted for brightness, ompatness, and roundness. After �tting

staks in the B,V, i', and z' -bands, we found that their light pro�les have a best �t Sérsi index of

n ∼ 4. There is also a signi�ant olor gradient showing that the galaxy stak is red at the edge of

the galaxy and blue at the enter. This implies a possible age di�erene in the stellar populations

where the outer parts of the galaxy have a population that is roughly 200 million years older than

the inner parts.
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1 Introdution

Given the inreasing resolution and apabilities of telesopes, the study of high redshift

galaxies has beome inreasingly ommon. The study of galaxies at di�erent redshifts allows us to

understand galaxy evolution from the Universe's Big Bang beginning to today. In what types of

galaxies does star formation our, and how are the regions of star formation distributed within

these galaxies? How do galaxies hange after merging with other galaxies? What do the di�erent

types of galaxies we see today look like early in their lifetimes? These are all questions that have

been asked by theorists and observers alike and muh work has been done to answer them.

By studying the morphology (the overall shape and light distribution) of galaxies we an

help �nd these answers. Morphology an reveal regions of star formation in a galaxy. We an also

ompare the observed morphologies of galaxies to those predited by simulations.

Galaxies beome more di�ult to study the farther away from us they are. The light from

distant galaxies was �rst emitted at a time when the Universe was only a fration of its urrent age.

The longer light has been traveling, the longer it has undergone expansion due to the expansion of

the Universe. This expansion auses the light to beome redder. The time sine emission of the

observed light and the distane to its soure is represented by its redshift z. The higher the value of

z, the more strethed and red the light has beome. The galaxies we are studying are at a redshift of

z ∼ 3 and are notieably fainter then loal galaxies. We employ two di�erent methods to overome

this. The images taken with the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST ) are deep images. This means that

HST took very long exposures to inrease the signal to noise ratio in the �nal image. In addition to
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this we have taken HST images of many similar galaxies and staked them to further improve the

signal to noise ratio. For this thesis we have foused on the morphology of the ompat and bright

Lyman break galaxies (LBGs).

1.1 The Lyman Break Method

A signi�ant amount of the pioneering work on high redshift (z > 3) LBGs was done by

Charles C. Steidel in the early 1990's. The Lyman break seletion method was reated by Steidel

as a relatively simple method of identifying galaxies at high redshift. He �rst published the Lyman

break identi�ation tehnique with Donald Hamilton in 1992 (Steidel & Hamilton 1992). There

are two assumptions inherent in this tehnique. The �rst is that the astronomial objet has an

approximately �at spetrum in the ultra-violet part of the eletromagneti spetrum due to ative

star formation. The seond assumption is that there is a break in the spetrum at a rest frame

wavelength of 912 Å. This break ours beause of the lak of photons with wavelengths shorter

than 912 Å. Within most galaxies there are few stars that emit photons at suh a high energy.

This is ompounded by the fat that any photons that are emitted get absorbed beause they are

energeti enough to ionize neutral hydrogen in the stellar photosphere, the interstellar medium, and

the intervening intergalati medium along the line of sight1.

The next step in Lyman break identi�ation is to take images in multiple bands, having

at least one band above the Lyman break and one band below. Steidel worked in three di�erent

bands at the rest wavelengths (assuming a z ∼ 3) of Un (λrest = 888 Å), G (λrest = 1195 Å) and

ℜ (λrest = 1708 Å)(Steidel et al. 1996). If a galaxy is signi�antly dimmer in a short-wavelength

image it is possible that this band falls below the Lyman break in the rest frame of the galaxy.

An example is shown in Fig. 1.1. At the top of the �gure is the spetrum of an objet

overplotted with the throughputs of the three �lters (Un , G, and ℜ). Near an observed wavelength

of 3500 Å, there is a sudden drop in the objet's spetra, the Lyman break, suh that the objet is

1http://www.astro.ku.dk/~jfynbo/LBG.html
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Figure 1.1: A spetrum over-plotted onto a graph of Transmission versus Wavelength in Angstroms

for three �lters. The three images below show a galaxy that is undeteted in the U band beause of

the Lyman break.2

not visible in the Un �lter but is visible in the G and ℜ �lters. At the bottom of the �gure are three

images orresponding to the three �lters. A dotted irle outlines the objet that is present in the G

and ℜ �lter images but absent in the the Un �lter image. Finding galaxies at a partiular redshift

requires at least one �lter with a rest wavelength shorter than the Lyman break and one �lter with a

rest wavelength longer than the Lyman break. The following equation gives the observed wavelength

of light at a rest wavelength λrest−frame for a redshift z:

z =
λobserved − λrest−frame

λrest−frame
.

Any objet at the desired redshift will be undeteted in the �lter with the wavelength shorter than

the Lyman break. The Un, G, and ℜ �lter set is designed for loating galaxies at a redshift of z ∼ 3,

as G and ℜ are longer than the Lyman break and will show light from the galaxy where as Un is

shorter than the Lyman break and will not show light from the galaxy.

In 2003 Charles C. Steidel and ollaborators published a sample of 2347 galaxies in the

Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey-North identi�ed to have a redshift of z ≃ 3, with an

apparent ℜ magnitude limit of 25.5. After obtaining spetra for ∼ 55% of his galaxies, Steidel found

2http://www.astro.ku.dk/~jfynbo/LBG.html
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that 72.5% of the spetrosopially on�rmed galaxies had z > 2, 24% ould not be mathed with

a redshift, and only 3.5% had z < 2 (Steidel et al. 2003). We an onlude from this that Steidel's

method for identifying redshift is fairly robust. It is from this sample that we draw our sample for

morphologial study.

1.2 Morphology

One of the most powerful tools for studying galaxy morphology is the radial light pro�le,

the distribution of light as a funtion of distane from the enter of the galaxy. The radial pro�le is

ommonly �t with the Sérsi funtion(Sérsi 1963):

I(r) = Ie exp

{

−κn

[

(

r

re

)1/n

− 1

]}

,

where I(r) is the surfae brightness at radius r, Ie and re are the surfae brightness and radius at

the half-light radius, κn is a funtion of n suh that, when I(r) is integrated, half of the total light

is enlosed at re, and n is the Sérsi index. The Sérsi index determines the shape of the model

pro�le. Figure 1.2 shows 10 di�erent Sérsi pro�les, with n ranging from 1 to 10. A larger n gives

more extended wings and a more onentrated ore, while a smaller n gives a sharper derease in

light in the wings and a less onentrated ore (Akiyama et al. 2008). The value n = 1 orresponds

to an exponential pro�le. Disk omponents of nearby galaxies are typially lose to exponential and

have Sérsi n < 2. Spheroidal omponents of nearby galaxies are typially ompat and have Sérsi

n > 4. The value n = 4 is alled the de Vauouleurs pro�le (de Vauouleurs 1948) and �ts elliptial

galaxies.

As an be seen with our LBG sample, galaxies may have one or several distint Sérsi

omponents. Some objets even onsist of multiple lumps. These omponents an be irular,

elliptial, or asymmetrial. In extremely asymmetrial ases, it is di�ult to ategorize the light

distribution in a quantitative way. The Sérsi funtion is most appropriate for symmetrial galaxies

with a single lump and a well de�ned enter. Other methods have been developed to lassify the
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Figure 1.2: Log surfae brightness vs. log radius graph3 showing Sérsi pro�les with n = 1 to n = 10

morphology of lumpy and/or asymmetrial galaxies, suh as the Gini/M20 oe�ients (Lotz et al.

2004). For this thesis we restrit our study to single-lump galaxies that an be easily �t with a

Sérsi pro�le.

1.3 Previous Studies of Lyman Break Galaxies

There have been numerous previous studies on the morphology of LBGs. These studies

generally found that the morphology of LBGs is extremely varied. Some galaxies have one single

ompat omponent, others have a single bright omponent surrounded by a fainter nebulosity, while

others onsist of several bright omponents surrounded by fainter nebulosity (Law et al. 2006).

Ravindranath et al. (2006) studied 1333 LBGs from the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey

(GOODS) at z > 2.5, �nding that ∼ 40% had lose to exponential light pro�les (Sérsi index n ∼ 1),

∼ 30% had a high Sérsi index similar to spheroids (n > 4), and ∼ 30% had n < 1. Another study

by Akiyama et al. (2008) looked at individual LBGs at z ∼ 3 with −24.5 ≤ Mv ≤ −21, where Mv

is the absolute magnitude in the rest-frame V -band (observed frame K -band), and found that they

had a median apparent half-light radius of 0.23” and a Sérsi index n < 2 using one-omponent �ts.

3~http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sersi.jpg
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Their sample of onsisted of 31 LBGs, where 24 of the galaxies were isolated single omponents and

7 were multi-omponent. Hathi et. al (2008) used a similar staking proess to what we have used,

but with LBGs at z ≃ 4 − 6. Aross the redshift range studied, a Sérsi index n < 2 was found for

all pro�les. However, Hathi et al. (2008) found the pro�les to deviate from this model at a radius

r & 0.27”, whih we disuss further below. Thus to summarize, previous work has found a range of

Sérsi indies for high-redshift galaxies but with a tendeny for the majority of objets to have low

Sérsi index (n < 2), espeially at higher redshifts.

In our study we have looked at ompat, round, single-omponent galaxies from Steidel's

sample of z ∼ 3 LBGs. We want to explore the light distribution of these galaxies and determine

their average Sérsi index. We are espeially interested in orretly measuring the fainter outside

edges, a di�ult task given the noise present in all astronomial images. We stak our already deep

HST images in order to overome this noise issue. One driving question is whether these ompat

LBGs have any di�use light surrounding their bright ores like what is observed in the asymmetrial

LBGs. There may be a signi�ant amount of light at the edges that is urrently indistinguishable

from the bakground noise. Our data set is disussed in Setion 2. In Setion 3 we will disuss our

methods and Setion 4 our results. Finally, Setion 5 presents analysis and disussion.
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Table 2.1:

Exposure time for of GOODS-N ACS data

Filter Exposure time (seonds)

B 7200

V 5650

i' 8530

z' 24760

2 Data Set

The LBG sample used in the present study ame from the GOODS-North(GOODS-N)

atalog of Steidel et al. (2003). We make use of the deep HST Advaned Camera for Surveys (ACS)

data. The four �lters used were F435W(B), F606W(V ), F775W(i' ), F850LP(z' ) orresponding to

the rest wavelengths (assuming a redshift of z = 3) of 1000 Å, 1500 Å, 2000 Å, and 2250 Å. The

throughput for eah band is plotted in Fig. 2.1. The exposure time varies between bands and is

shown in Table 2.1. In addition to having a higher level of bakground noise, the throughput in the

z' -band is lower than the other bands. Therefore the total exposure time for this band is signi�antly

higher than the other bands to ahieve roughly the same signal to noise.

The images used throughout this thesis are Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) �les.

This format was designed for astronomial data and is the most ommon used in the astronomial

ommunity4.

All of our images have been proessed by the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey

(GOODS) team (Giavaliso et al. 2004). We use v2.0 GOODS-N data whih have been redued,

4~http://�ts.gsf.nasa.gov/�ts/home.html
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Figure 2.1: Throughput for the �lters5 B,V,i' and z'. The throughput represents the sensitivity of

the omplete instrument (�lters and CCDs)

alibrated, staked, and mosaied6. GOODS is a survey that ombines deep images from the Hubble

Spae Telesope, the Spitzer Spae Telesope, and the Chandra X-ray Observatory. The fous of the

survey is to further the study of galaxy formation and evolution. The GOODS North �eld that we

are working in extends in RA from 12h35m30s to 12h38m30s and in De from 62d5m0s to 62d23m0s.

The GOODS-N atalog ontains a total of 39,342 objets. There is one atalog for eah of the four

bands. Eah atalog provides information suh as the magnitude, elliptiity, and half-light radius of

the deteted objets.

5~http://as.pha.jhu.edu/instrument/photometry/
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3 Methods

3.1 Choosing the Final Galaxy Sample

There is a large distribution of morphology types among the galaxies in the Steidel sample.

Figure 3.1 shows a sample of the di�erent types present. Starting at the left, we would lassify

M18 as having one bright and ompat enter aompanied by two di�use omponents. MD27 is

omposed of only di�use omponents. We lassi�ed C18 and MD15 as ompat, round, and bright.

Finally, M2 has a semi-bright enter surrounded by a large di�use omponent.

When hoosing galaxies to stak we deided to onentrate on objets that were bright,

ompat, and round. By staking these objets we an see if these ompat objets are embedded in

a di�use omponent and learn more about their morphology. If a galaxy has a ompat round ore

that is somewhat separated from a di�use omponent or has no di�use omponent (suh as C15 and

MD15 in Fig. 3.1), we used the galaxy but masked out the di�use setion using the Soure Extrator

segmentation map (explained in 3.2). This seletion was done by eye. There were four ases (C11,

D10, M5, and M34) where a galaxy had two lumps that were distint, round, and ompat, in whih

ase we used both lumps as separate objets (labeled A and B) in the stak. Figure 3.2 illustrates

�ve galaxies from our �nal sample of 43 galaxies. After seleting for ompatness and roundness

we graphed the elliptiity and full width half max of our objets against the omplete GOODS-N

sample in the V -band, as shown in Fig. 3.3. This on�rms that we have indeed piked a subsample

of objets that are omparatively ompat and round.
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Figure 3.1: Five di�erent ommon morphologies of LBGs seen in the GOODS North �eld. These

galaxies ome from a ombination of three bands (V, i' and z' ). Starting from left the galaxies

shown are M18, MD27, C18, MD15, and M2. M18 shows a bright and ompat enter embedded in

a large di�use loud. MD27 ontains no bright enter, only a di�use loud. C18 and MD15 both

ontain bright round enters embedded in a small amount of di�use matter. M2 onsists of several

di�use louds with one slightly bright ore. These stamps are 3” by 3”.

Table 3.1 lists the names, RA, De, and redshifts of our �nal sample of GOODS-N objets.

The �rst name listed and the redshifts were taken from the Steidel et al.(2003) atalog, and the seond

name, RA, and De were taken from the GOODS-N atalog6. Table 3.2 ontains the magnitudes,

olors, elliptiity, and half-light radius of our �nal sample taken from the GOODS-N atalog. A few

of the galaxies were not found or were ounted as part of a bigger objet in the GOODS atalog. In

these ases we used magnitudes, elliptiities, and half-light radii from our own photometry atalog

(see below).

We see from Table 3.1 that of the galaxies with identi�ed redshifts, z for our galaxies ranges

from 2.410−3.239. Table 3.2 shows that the elliptiity of our �nal sample ranges from 0.035−0.433

and the half-light radius from 2.339 − 7.283 pixels, where one pixel= .03”. The magnitudes in the

V -band span 24.09 − 26.44.

After hoosing the �nal sample, we ut out stamps of 345 by 345 pixels (0.03" per pixel)

from the original images entered at the galaxy's RA and De given by the Steidel et al. (2003)

atalog.
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Table 3.1:

Positions and redshifts of �nal sample

Name* GOODS-N Name RA DEC zabs* zem*

C7 J123637.63+62104 189.1567841 62.1798477 2.658 none

C9 J123711.16+62115 189.2964783 62.1976509 none none

C11-A J123641.26+62120 189.1719055 62.2008553 3.214 3.222

C11-B J123641.17+62120 189.1715393 62.2008057 3.214 3.222

C14 J123622.59+62130 189.0941162 62.2183838 none 2.981

C18 J123721.64+62135 189.3401642 62.2305984 none 3.148

C21 J123725.85+62144 189.3577271 62.2451057 none none

C26 J123703.26+62163 189.2635803 62.2764015 3.239 none

D4 J123701.59+62105 189.2566223 62.1822624 none none

D8 J123703.40+62115 189.2641754 62.1981430 2.410 none

D10-A nonea 189.1956496c 62.2072568c none 2.970

D10-B nonea 189.1954891c 62.2072331c none 2.970

D11 J123617.51+62130 189.0729828 62.2193413 none 2.930

D13 J123640.85+62135 189.1702118 62.2328720 3.087 none

D16 J123656.84+62172 189.2368317 62.2903938 none none

M4 J123620.43+62093 189.0851288 62.1604614 none none

M5-A J123716.10+62094 189.3170776 62.1619453 none none

M5-B J123716.06+62094 189.3169403 62.1620560 none none

M13 J123706.63+62113 189.2776031 62.1922035 none none

M14 J123651.99+62115 189.2166290 62.1974754 none none

M16 J123717.43+62124 189.3226013 62.2130051 2.939 none

M20 J123624.26+62134 189.1010895 62.2282944 none none

M23 J123702.71+62142 189.2613068 62.2406273 3.214 none

M30 J123657.30+62162 189.2387543 62.2735558 none none

M34-A J123621.66+62164 189.0902405 62.2803116 none none

M34-B J123621.75+62164 189.0906219 62.2799683 none none

M36 J123708.96+62172 189.2873383 62.2915115 none none

MD3 noneb 189.1373864c 62.1509390c none 2.898

MD15 J123617.77+62101 189.0740509 62.1697845 none none

MD22 J123641.84+62110 189.1743469 62.1852875 3.191 3.197

MD25 J123632.09+62111 189.1337128 62.1884766 none none

MD28 J123656.37+62115 189.2348785 62.1993523 none none

MD29 J123616.70+62120 189.0695801 62.2001877 none none

MD30 J123706.84+62120 189.2785034 62.2015953 none none

MD33 J123629.48+62123 189.1228485 62.2088661 none none

MD34 J123702.60+62124 189.2608337 62.2122307 none none

MD43 J123615.50+62162 189.0645905 62.2738037 none none

MD55 J123701.98+62172 189.2582397 62.2916069 none none

oC14 J123650.38+62105 189.2098999 62.1819916 none 2.928

oC26 J123634.88+62125 189.1453400 62.2148476 none 3.182

oC38 J123648.84+62150 189.2035217 62.2506790 3.105 3.115

oD3 nonea 189.2012830c 62.1643774c 2.720 2.729

oMD24 J123709.25+62104 189.2885590 62.1798897 none 2.942

*Name and redshift (z) values determined by absorption and emission lines from Steidel et al. (2003).

aThese galaxies were lumped together with another omponent in the GOODS atalog.

bThis galaxy was missing from the GOODS atalog.

cThese data were not in the GOODS atalog and have been taken from our own Soure Extrator

photometry atalogs (2σ threshold).
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Table 3.2:

Photometry for �nal sample*

Name V Magnitude B -V V -i' i' -z' elliptiity half-light radius^

C7 24.525 1.130 0.370 0.108 0.169 5.378

C9 25.410 0.629 0.021 0.083 0.084 3.313

C11A 25.160 0.771 0.120 0.090 0.225 3.171

C11B 25.803 0.715 0.261 0.071 0.244 4.422

C14 25.028 0.859 0.298 0.007 0.188 4.829

C18 24.952 0.982 0.141 -0.067 0.157 3.425

C21 24.788 0.672 0.045 -0.086 0.229 3.843

C26 24.085 1.111 0.385 0.043 0.274 4.521

D4 25.567 0.767 0.237 0.246 0.396 6.691

D8 26.146 0.400 0.111 -0.204 0.091 3.830

D10A 25.578† 1.388† 0.034† -1.603† 0.132† 4.160†

D10B 25.574† 1.473† -0.475† -1.672† 0.122† 4.777†

D11 25.289 0.275 -0.067 -0.100 0.074 2.909

D13 24.313 0.792 0.168 0.008 0.220 4.469

D16 25.559 0.710 0.151 0.056 0.067 4.441

M4 24.568 1.569 0.291 0.0101 0.142 3.814

M5A 25.931 0.377 0.117 -0.060 0.197 3.954

M5B 26.199 0.132 0.107 -0.028 0.293 3.255

M13 25.737 0.239 0.574 0.215 0.433 5.439

M14 25.619 1.000 0.246 0.065 0.076 3.678

M16 25.436 0.860 0.034 -0.088 0.361 4.336

M20 25.599 0.644 0.589 0.095 0.286 4.841

M23 24.509 1.018 0.358 0.192 0.270 5.326

M30 25.157 0.583 0.178 0.106 0.412 5.917

M34A 25.990 0.653 0.589 0.057 0.327 3.909

M34B 25.713 0.390 0.289 0.205 0.288 6.234

M36 25.725 2.394 0.173 -0.058 0.114 3.317

MD3 25.093† 0.935† -0.771† 0.816† 0.072† 3.139†

MD15 24.728 0.390 0.050 -0.018 0.172 2.842

MD22 24.706 0.852 0.144 -0.039 0.094 4.049

MD25 25.467 0.156 0.194 0.282 0.221 7.283

MD28 25.363 0.114 0.027 -0.070 0.231 4.131

MD29 26.444 0.384 -0.129 0.214 0.227 3.861

MD30 25.327 1.062 0.206 0.035 0.285 4.054

MD33 25.197 0.529 0.191 -0.087 0.250 4.083

MD34 25.226 0.848 0.294 0.420 0.097 3.864

MD43 25.078 0.211 0.029 0.069 0.086 2.684

MD55 25.351 0.246 -0.026 -0.051 0.171 3.015

oC14 25.408 0.339 -0.029 -0.085 0.062 2.339

oC26 25.485 0.633 0.015 -0.279 0.242 3.631

oC38 25.051 0.985 0.248 0.020 0.134 4.445

oD3 24.914† 1.411† -0.794† 1.078† 0.287† 3.642†

oMD24 25.787 0.777 0.192 -0.038 0.035 2.800

*Elliptiity and half-light radius from the V -band GOODS-N atalog.

^in pixel units with a sale of 0.03"/pixel.

†These data were either not in the GOODS atalog or the objet was lumped with another ompo-

nent. The data here are taken from our own Soure Extrator photometry atalogs (2σ threshold).
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Figure 3.2: Five galaxies from the �nal sample. These galaxies ome from a ombination of three

bands (V,i',z' ). Starting from the left the galaxies shown are C7, C9, D16, M23, MD28. The stamps

are 3” by 3”.

Figure 3.3: Elliptiity vs half-light radius for all GOODS-N objets. Our �nal sample is plotted in

red.

Figure 3.4: On the left is the original image and on the right is the segmentation map produed by

Soure Extrator. Both images are galaxy C14 in the V -band.
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Table 3.3:

Average bakground �utuation per pixel in surfae brightness magnitude units

Band σ 2σ 3σ

B 25.7 24.9 24.5

V 25.8 25.1 24.6

i' 25.3 24.5 24.1

z' 25.1 24.3 23.9

3.2 Soure Extrator

The next step was to run Soure Extrator (SE) on our GOODS-N galaxy images (Bertin &

Arnouts 1996). By feeding an image and an optional weight map (an image weighting the auray

of eah pixel in the input image) along with another �le de�ning ertain parameters to SE, the

program generates a atalog identifying eah objet it �nds in the image together with measured

quantities suh as magnitude, elliptiity, and half-light radius. SE also generates a segmentation

map image, giving an objet number to the pixels identi�ed as part of eah objet and giving a

value of zero to the leftover pixels omposing the bakground. Figure 3.4 shows one example of an

original image stamp and the orresponding segmentation map, for galaxy C14.

Beause the surfae brightness of a galaxy drops o� far from the enter and approahes the

noise level, the number of pixels ounted as part of eah objet is highly dependent on the threshold

value fed to SE. Pixel values below this threshold value are not inluded as part of the objet. If

the threshold is set too high, SE will label the edges of an objet as sky pixels. If the threshold

is set too low, SE will ount sky as part of the objet. In order to be sure that the segmentation

maps used to blok out other objets in our images were not too sensitive to this threshold value,

we ran SE on eah image with three di�erent threshold values. This produed three di�erent sets

of photometry atalogs orresponding to three di�erent masks for eah stamp. The three threshold

values were alulated from the σ of the sky bakground distribution: 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ. This σ was

obtained by alulating the standard deviation of all pixels in eah stamp (with outlier rejetion),

and taking the mean value of all the stamps.

6http://arhive.stsi.edu/pub/hlsp/goods/atalog_r2/h_r2.0z_readme.html
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3.3 Staking the Final Sample

Staking images is a ommon strategy used to inrease signal to noise by averaging several

images together. One the images are aligned, pixels that are at the same pixel oordinate are added,

then divided by n, where n is the number of images being staked. So eah pixel that omposes the

�nal staked image is an average of the original n images. If most pixels at a partiular position

ontain light from an objet, the pixel value in the �nal image is an average value of that light. If

most pixels at a partiular position ontain noise, beause noise is random the pixel value in the

�nal image will be lose to the value of the sky bakground. In this way staking images inreases

the ratio between the signal and noise.

Prior to staking, several things were done to eah stamp. First a bakground was sub-

trated from eah FITS image (this image manipulation and all future image manipulations were

done using the programming language Interative Data Language (IDL) unless otherwise spei�ed).

An initial bakground value was determined for eah of the three threshold values for eah stamp in

eah band. These values were obtained by masking out any objet pixels from eah stamp (using the

segmentation map generated by SE) and �tting the remaining pixel light histogram with a Gaussian

distribution. The mean value of the �tted Gaussian was subtrated from the stamp.

Although the enter pixel of the stamp ontained the brightest pixel of the galaxy, the pixel

itself was not exatly entered on the entroid of the galaxy. This ould be an issue with staking,

and ould spread the light in our �nal stak. To avoid this, we re-interpolated eah stamp using

an interpolation proedure so that the galaxy's light-weighted entroid, as determined by SE, was

aligned with the enter of a pixel. This means that the grid of pixels was shifted and eah pixel

re-averaged. We then trimmed the image so that the entroid was at the enter of the image. Finally

we used the segmentation maps one more to mask out all objets exept the LBG by setting objet

pixels equal to zero but leaving in the sky bakground. The proedure written for this proess is in

Appendix A.
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3.4 Bakground

Obtaining an aurate bakground value for the stamps is extremely important. We are

interested in the behavior of the light pro�le at a large radius. The pro�le at this large radius

is signi�antly a�eted by the bakground we subtrat from our image beause the �ux value has

approahed the bakground value. As a result of this we are very areful about any bakground

values we subtrat from our �nal image.

Bakground values were subtrated at two di�erent points in the staking proess. The

�rst bakground subtration was done as previously stated, prior to staking with a stamp-spei�

bakground value. The seond bakground subtration was done to the �nal staked images. For

this, we took three di�erent values for eah of the twelve staks (that is three values of threshold for

eah of the four bands). These three di�erent values were obtained by taking three di�erent regions

of bakground pixels, shown in Fig. 3.5, from the �nal staked image and alulating an average

value. Table 3.4 shows the resulting bakground values. The values hange slightly from box 3 to

box 2, and hange by a signi�ant amount from box 2 to box 1.

We might have expeted the bakground in box 1 to be brighter being lose to the objet

and a�eted by objet pixels, but it is atually dimmer. This is evidene that the objets do not

extend into box 1 and thus are smaller than 30 pixels in radius. We also see a systemati inrease in

bakground value as the σ of the stamp inreases. This is what we would expet, as a higher value

of σ means that more objet pixels are left in the image after masking all objets. Comparing the

three di�erent bakground-subtrated pro�les will show the pro�le's dependene on this value.
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Figure 3.5: Shemati showing the three regions used to alulate bakground values. Light blue is

box 1, light green is box 2, and the darker blue is box 3.

Table 3.4:

Bakground value per pixel in surfae brightness units

Box 1 Box 2 Box 3

B 1σ 29.4 29.2 29.1

2σ 29.2 29.0 28.9

3σ 29.0 28.9 28.8

V 1σ 29.4 29.0 29.0

2σ 29.2 28.9 28.9

3σ 29.0 28.7 28.8

i' 1σ 29.1 28.8 28.7

2σ 28.9 28.6 28.6

3σ 28.7 28.4 28.4

z' 1σ 28.8 28.5 28.5

2σ 28.3 28.1 28.2

3σ 28.0 27.8 27.9
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Figure 4.1: Final 2σ staked images in the B,V,i', and z'. These images are 2" by 2".

4 Results

4.1 Light Pro�les

Figure 4.1 ontains images of the �nal staks in all four bands. There is only one set of

staks shown (the 2σ set), as the results for all three σs are very similar, as disussed later in this

setion. We use radial light pro�les to examine the �nal staked images in a more quantitative way.
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Figure 4.2: Unbinned radial pro�le of the 2σ stak in the V-band. The �ux values have been normal-

ized to the value of the enter pixel of the stak, and only the initial bakground has been subtrated.

Note that all pixels at a large radius are positive due to inomplete bakground subtration.

For all but Fig. 4.2, we will bin all future pro�les so that eah plotted pixel is the average

of all pixels within a a bin of δr = 1 pixel. range. Figure 4.2 is shown to illustrate the spread in the

unaveraged pro�le plots. This pro�le is of the 2σ stak in the V -band. Unless stated otherwise, the

pro�les are normalized by dividing the entire pro�le by the value of the entral peak pixel.

One result whih we wish to emphasize is the e�et of hanging the bakground box size and

threshold σ on the �nal radial pro�le of our staked images. Figure 4.3 shows three di�erent staked

pro�les (1σ, 2σ, 3σ) with the box 3 bakground value subtrated in eah to show the di�erene

between σ's. We an see by omparing the pro�les for all bands that for r ≤ 0.3" the di�erent σ

values have little e�et on the radial pro�les. All pro�les, with the exeption of the B -band fall within

the error bars at r ≤ 1". To show the e�et of hanging the bakground box size Fig. 4.4 shows the

2σ stamp pro�les with three di�erent bakground boxes subtrated. The same onlusion applies

here. In fat, all boxes are indistinguishable at r ≤ 0.3 while box 2 and box 3 are indistinguishable

at r ≤ 1". Box 1 has a radius of 30 to 50 pixels from the galaxy's enter, and is rather unertain

due to a small number of pixels.
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Figure 4.3: Flux vs radius graphs for all four bands. These graphs show the di�erent pro�les (with

a box 3 bakground subtrated) using 1σ, 2σ, 3σ values while running SE. The plotted error bars

represent the standard deviation of the mean pixel value being plotted. These pro�les show the

small e�et of di�erent σ threshold values on the shape of the pro�le.

Figure 4.5 shows the B, i', and z' -band radial pro�les using 2σ staks with a box 3 bak-

ground subtrated) graphed together with the V -band radial pro�le. The exellent agreement be-

tween box 2 and box 3 suggest that we have found the proper bakground levels for the staked

images. We have also plotted the PSF for eah band. We an see from these pro�les that ompared
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Figure 4.4: Flux vs radius graphs for all four bands. These graphs show the di�erent pro�les (using

a 2σ SE threshold value) with three di�erent bakground values subtrated. These three bakground

values were determined using averages of sky pixels taken from di�erent portions of the �nal staked

image. The plotted error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean pixel value being plotted.

These pro�les show the small e�et of subtrating di�erent bakground values on the shape of the

pro�le.

to stars the galaxy staks have a de�nite peak near the enter and a de�nite tail at larger radii.

This tail approahes a straight line at larger radii in all four bands. On log-log plots a straight

line represents a power law, whih has larger values at large radii than an exponential law. Thus
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these pro�les do not resemble a n ∼ 1 pro�le (exponential disks), ontrary to the results of Hathi

et al. (2008). The shape of our pro�les is similar to the n ∼ 4 pro�les of spheroids. Moreover

by omparing the pro�les in di�erent bands we see that there are de�nite hanges in the shape of

the urve as we go to longer wavelengths. The B -band appears to have a onsistently smaller �ux

than the V -band. The di�erene appears to be onstant over a hange in radius. Both the i' and z'

bands have onsistently larger �uxes than the V -band with the di�erene in the V -band and z' -band

growing signi�antly with radius. As seen from the PSF pro�les, a similar trend is happening in

the PSF. However, we an quantify this hange while aounting for the PSF e�ets with the Sérsi

index �ts produed by Gal�t.

In summary, there are several onlusions we draw from the light pro�les of our staked

images. The �nal light pro�les are insensitive to reasonable hanges to the bakground levels. This

has been shown by looking at several staks run with varying threshold values in SE, and several

varying bakground values subtrated from the �nal staks. The pro�les in all four bands are very

similar and show that the �nal image is ompat but has a de�nite size. Beyond ∼ 0.1", the log-

log pro�le losely resembles a straight line, whih translates to a power law and not an exponential

(exponentials are highly urved in log-log plots, see Fig. 1.2). Despite the overall similarities between

olors, we do see evidene for a olor gradient where the inner parts of the galaxy are blue and the

outer parts red. This e�et is the strongest in the V -z' olor. There is the possibility that the

olor gradients are due to the PSFs, whih show the same trends as in the �nal pro�les. In order

to quantify this we will use the Gal�t in the next setion to reate models of the light pro�le that

takes PSF broadening into aount.

4.2 Sérsi Fits

Gal�t is a software program that determines an underlying light model for a galaxy taking

the point spread funtion (PSF) of the input image into aount (Peng et al. 2002). The PSF of

an image is an artifat of the telesope that spreads the light in the �nal image. The PSF used to
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Figure 4.5: B, i', and z' -band radial pro�les(solid lines) ompared to the V -band radial pro�le and

PSFs(dotted lines). Looking at the ratio between pro�les from two di�erent bands give you a olor.

There is a tendeny for the images of the objet to be brighter at redder wavelengths. However, it

is also important to ompare these di�erenes to the di�erenes between the PSFs for eah band.

The hanges observed from band to band may be due to the hange in PSF.
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run Gal�t was determined by staking multiple stars in eah band. These stars were taken from the

GOODS-N atalog. One a model has been determined, Gal�t returns a FITS image of the model

image it has �t to the galaxy as well as a text �le giving output data alulated from the model.

The model given by Gal�t is one that has been onvolved with the PSF. This means the model has

been smeared the same way the original image beame smeared by the PSF.

The outputs we are most interested in are the Sérsi index, half-light radius, and total

magnitude. When running Gal�t we used several sets of parameters. For run 1, we let Gal�t �t

for the Sérsi values but loked the bakground values at the nine values for eah band previously

obtained (three boxes for eah of the three σ threshold values). For run 2, we ran Gal�t on the 2σ

stamp with the box 3 bakground value for eah band, loking the Sérsi value at 1,2,4,6. The Sérsi

index values, half light values, and magnitude are shown in Table 4.1. By omparing the quality of

the �t by eye when loked to di�erent Sérsi values, we an on�rm the Sérsi value generated by

Gal�t in run 1. If we �nd that the Sérsi value from run 2 that produed the best �t is lose to the

Sérsi value determined from run 1, we know this value is robust.

Table 4.1 shows the Gal�t results for di�erent threshold σ's and di�erent bakgrounds.

Gal�t gives a Sérsi value, half-light radius, and a magnitude for eah stak. Exept for the B -

band, the di�erenes between pro�les within eah band are small, rea�rming the fat that hanges

in bakground and σ values have little e�et on our �nal results. Figure 4.6 shows radial pro�les

graphed using the underlying model (model before onvolution with the PSF) and the �nal model

(model onvolved with PSF) in all four bands for the 2σ stamp with a Box 3 bakground subtrated.

Underneath eah radial pro�le is a graph of the residuals for the �t, whih shows the perent

di�erene between the image values and the model values.

Despite the hange in band, the underlying model pro�les all have n ∼ 4. This is very

di�erent from the results of both Hathi et al. (2008) and Akiyama et al. (2008). When we ran

Gal�t and fored a �t of n = 1, 2, 4, 6, we again found a value of n = 4 to visually best �t the

stamps and to have the lowest hi squared value. The residuals of the fored �t of n = 4 for the V,
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i',and z' -bands are below 10% up to r ∼ 0.3" (making a onservative estimate). The residuals in

the B -band are ≤ 10% up to r ∼ 0.2". Both the residuals and hi squared values on�rm our Sérsi

�t of n ∼ 4.

Another striking feature of these results is the hange in Re from one band to the next.

The size of one pixel in our images is 0.03”, whih, at redshift z = 3 is 1” = 7.593 kp. From this,

we alulate that Re = 0.583 kp (2.56 pixels) in the B -band and Re = 0.745 kp (3.27 pixels) in

the z' -band. This is quite a large di�erene in radii.

Sine the Sérsi values are all similar but the Re are di�erent, this suggests intrinsi olor

di�erenes in the objets versus radius. We an on�rm this by plotting the olor di�erenes in the

unonvolved models for B -V, V -i', and V -z' as a funtion of radius, as shown in Fig. 4.7. The B -V

urve has a very high value at r ∼ 0 and dereases as the radius inreases. The high value at small r

is probably be aused by partial absorption of the B -band light by intergalati hydrogen and does

not re�et the galaxy's intrinsi stellar populations. The dereasing value at larger r is a result of

a higher Sérsi �t n in B than in V. This e�et may not be real; it is disussed further below. The

V -z' and v -i' olors both inrease from r = 0" to r = 0.3" (roughly 3 ∗Re), by 0.3-0.4 mag in V -z'

and by about 0.1 mag in V -i'.

Sine we want to examine the di�erene between bands of the �ux gradients between the

enter of the galaxy and the outer parts of the galaxy in the unonvolved models, Fig. 4.8 plots the

following equation for B -V, V -i', and V -z' :

(Model1(r) − Model1(0)) − (Model2(r) − Model2(0)).

This plot shows that the hange in �ux as a funtion of radius varies signi�antly between olors.

If eah band had the same hange in �ux as a funtion of radius, the three urves in 4.8 would be

horizontal lines. As noted, B -V shows a downward trend. This dereasing value ould be signi�ant,

but the Sérsi index for B is relatively unertain. Table 4.1 shows that the variation in the Sérsi

index among di�erent hoies of bakground boxes for the B -band is muh larger than the other

three bands. This means the B -band is less reliable, and the derease we see may not re�et a true
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Table 4.1: Gal�t Results

Band BKRDa nb:1σ n:2σ n:3σ Rc
e:1σ Re:2σ Re:3σ Md:1σ M :2σ M :3σ

B 1 3.57 3.78 4.03 2.17 2.21 2.29 25.69 25.68 25.66

2 4.20 4.48 4.84 2.41 2.47 2.62 25.63 25.61 25.58

3 4.31 4.70∗ 5.05 2.45 2.56∗ 2.72 25.62 25.59∗ 25.56

V 1 3.53 3.67 3.82 2.43 2.48 2.52 25.00 24.99 24.97

2 3.80 3.92 4.03 2.55 2.59 2.63 24.97 24.96 24.95

3 3.82 3.89∗ 3.98 2.56 2.58∗ 2.60 24.97 24.96∗ 24.96

i' 1 3.59 3.77 3.88 2.83 2.92 2.86 24.78 24.76 24.76

2 3.84 3.99 4.04 2.98 3.05 2.95 24.75 24.74 24.74

3 3.88 3.96∗ 3.96 3.01 3.03∗ 2.91 24.74 24.74∗ 24.75

z' 1 3.59 3.88 4.14 2.98 3.15 3.29 24.71 24.68 24.65

2 3.80 4.07 4.33 3.10 3.28 4.42 24.69 24.65 24.63

3 3.89 4.06∗ 4.21 3.16 3.27∗ 3.34 24.67 24.65∗ 24.64

*These values were our hosen �nal values.

aBakground boxes

bSési index given by Gal�t

cHalf-light radius given by Gal�t (in pixels)

dMagnitude given by Gal�t

derease in the olor. The inreasing trends shown in V -i' and V -z' show that the olor di�erene

is larger and growing more quikly in V -z' then V -i'. An interpretation of these results, inluding

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 will be disussed in the following setion.
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Figure 4.6: Light pro�le from the 2σ stak plotted with the PSF onvolved model and the model

without the PSF. Underneath eah pro�le plot is a plot of the residuals of the model minus the

staked pro�le. These have been normalized by dividing the residual by the stak value for eah

pixel.
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Figure 4.7: Raw models. This plot shows the olor in the unonvolved models for B -V, V -i', and

V -z' as a funtion of radius in arseonds.
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Figure 4.8: Color di�erenes between the enter of the galaxy and radius r. This plot uses the

unonvolved models to show the di�erene between bands of the model(r)-model(0) di�erene in

eah band for B -V, V -i', and V -z'.
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5 Analysis and Disussion

One of our biggest questions is why our Sérsi index n ∼ 4 is so di�erent from the Hathi

et al. (2008) values of n ∼ 1. One possibility is that we were looking at di�erent types of objets.

Hathi et al. (2008) were working in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field and using their own seletion of

dropouts. However they used a similar seletion of visually bright, round, and ompat galaxies and

used a similar staking proess (done with 30 galaxies per stamp where we used 43 galaxies). One

other possible di�erene is age. The galaxies of Hathi et al. (2008) range from redshift z ∼ 4 to

6. There is a di�erene of at least 0.6 Gyr between these galaxies and ours. Possibly the average

galaxy light pro�le hanges signi�antly in that length of time.

The olor gradients we �nd in V -i' and V -z' is new. There are three well established

reasons one an �nd a olor gradient in a galaxy. The �rst is metalliity. Many nearby galaxies are

seen to be metal poor in the outer parts and metal rih in the inner parts (Vila-Costas & Edmunds

1992; MaArthur, Courteau & Bell 2004). But this produes a olor gradient in the opposite diretion

of what we have found, ausing the galaxy to appear redder towards the enter. Another possible

explanation for redness is dust. However, when dust is seen in galaxies, it is typially more prevalent

in the enter (Binney & Merri�eld 1998; Peletier et al. 1999). Again this produes an opposite olor

gradient to what is seen in our galaxies.

One last possibility is star formation. A population of older stars will produe light that

is more red than a population of young stars, whih are quite blue. These young stars will usually

dominate the UV part of the spetrum when present (Binney & Merri�eld 1998, MaArthur et al.
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Figure 5.1: A graph showing V-z' olor as a funtion of age (Gyr) for galaxies with a onstant star

formation rate, and galaxies with a single stellar population(SSP). The vertial dashed line represent

the age of the Universe at z = 3. The two horizontal lines show the V -z' values at r = 0 and r = 0.3"

for our staked galaxies.

2004). Again our result is the opposite of what we have seen in nearby galaxies where star formation

usually ours in the outer arms of disk galaxies (Binney & Merri�eld 1988). However there are

nearby examples of star formation in the inner parts of galaxies, usually in mergers, whih drive gas

to the enter, reating a entral starburst. Moreover, urrent merger simulations show that often

an old and red star population that existed in eah of the two pre-merger galaxies an end up in

the outer parts after the merger is omplete (Lotz et al. 2008; Primak 2008). The rest result is a

galaxy with young stars in the middle and older stars in the outer parts, whih is what we see.

Assuming that we are seeing a reddening due to di�erenes in star populations, we an then

estimate the age di�erene between these populations. Figure 5.1 plots V -z' olor as a funtion

of age (Gyr) for galaxies with a onstant star formation rate, and galaxies with a single stellar

population(SSP). The V -z' model in Fig. 4.7 gives a value of 0.15 for r = 0". This translates to an

age of ∼ 30 Myr (assuming SSP). The V -z' olor at r = 0.3" is about 0.5, giving an age of ∼ 200

Myr. We adopt a onservative radius of 0.3" to ensure this result is robust. This is an age di�erene

of ∼ 150 Myr between the enter and the outer parts of the galaxy. Keep in mind that applying
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one single age to a star population is a rough estimate, and in general underestimates the mean

age of stars present. Our galaxies have an approximate redshift of z ∼ 3.0, when the Universe was

∼ 2.08 Gyrs old. If the outer stellar populations is 150 Myr older than the enter populations, this

orresponds to a formation redshift of z ∼ 3.2. It is entirely possible that these galaxies have been

produing stars over this redshift interval.

If indeed our n ∼ 4 Sérsi index is orret then we are looking at galaxies with pro�les

very similar to loal spheroidal galaxies, suh as elliptials. However, one de�ning feature of a loal

spheroid is that it is old and no longer produing stars. Our galaxies are seleted as LBGs beause

of their star formation, yet nearby star-forming galaxies have n ∼ 1, not n ∼ 4. So our galaxies

do not �t omfortably into the loal lassi�ation sheme as de�ned by nearby disks and elliptials.

They are di�erent.

In future work we would like to ompare the results for these ompat galaxies to the

other LBG morphologies. We will stak more di�use galaxies to examine their pro�les and see how

they ompare. We will also examine the olors of the outer parts of highly asymmetri objets to

see if they are also old. Perhaps, despite the di�erene in appearane between these types, the

distributions of stellar population ages are similar. There is also the possibility that our galaxies are

post-merger remnants while the di�use galaxies have not yet gone through a merger. There is muh

more we an try to understand about LBGs at this point in the evolution of the Universe and how

they �t in with our population of loal galaxies.
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6 Appendix A

This program preforms several ruial operations to reate our �nal galaxy staks. First it

re-interpolates the image and segmentation map produed by Soure Extrator so that both will have

the brightest objet pixel entered on the brightest point of the galaxy. Next a bakground value is

subtrated and the images is resized from 801x801 pixels to 345x345 pixels. The new smaller images

are then masked so that any objet pixel other then those of our desired objet is equal to zero.

Finally, all 43 galaxy images for one set (one spei� band, one spei� σ, one spei� bakground

box size) are staked to produe the �nal image.

;;Created 11/2009 Last Modified: 4-30-2010 -Sara Ogaz

;;interp_enter written by Kamson Lai

funtion interp_enter,img,x,y,r

;; img - input image

;; x, y - enter of interpolation grid (IDL oords! Not fits!); do

;; not round.

;; r - half width of interpolation grid. interpolated

;; image will be 2r+1 on a side.

gx = [x-reverse(indgen(r)+1),x,x+(indgen(r)+1)℄

gy = [y-reverse(indgen(r)+1),y,y+(indgen(r)+1)℄

return,interpolate(img,gx,gy,/grid,missing=0)

end

pro stak

;;read list of fits files, galaxy positions, and bakground values

;;(values found with gausshist.pro)

band=['b','i','v','z'℄

sigma=['1','2','3'℄

readol, '/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/step2/list.txt',

$name, x, y, format='a,x,i,i', omment='#'

readol, '/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/step2/b_masked_dist.txt'

$, name,b1sm,b1ss,b2sm,b2ss,b3sm,b3ss,
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$format = 'a,x,f,f,x,f,f,x,f,f', omment = '#'

readol, '/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/step2/i_masked_dist.txt'

$, name,i1sm,i1ss,i2sm,i2ss,i3sm,i3ss,

$format = 'a,x,f,f,x,f,f,x,f,f', omment = '#'

readol, '/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/step2/v_masked_dist.txt'

$, name,v1sm,v1ss,v2sm,v2ss,v3sm,v3ss,

$format = 'a,x,f,f,x,f,f,x,f,f', omment = '#'

readol, '/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/step2/z_masked_dist.txt'

$, name,z1sm,z1ss,z2sm,z2ss,z3sm,z3ss,

$format = 'a,x,f,f,x,f,f,x,f,f', omment = '#'

;;make array of bakground values for for-loops galaxies-band-sigma

ground=[[[b1sm℄,[i1sm℄,[v1sm℄,[z1sm℄℄,[[b2sm℄,[i2sm℄,[v2sm℄,[z2sm℄℄

$,[[b3sm℄,[i3sm℄,[v3sm℄,[z3sm℄℄℄

;;yle through eah postage stamp: read in appropriate files,

;;mask, interpolate, subtrat bakground, enter,

;;and resize to make new fits file

for r=0,3 do begin

for j=0,2 do begin

list='/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/3rdStak

$/'+band[r℄+'_1s.prt'

imgstk=make_array(345,345,n_elements(name))

whtstk=make_array(345,345,n_elements(name))

for s=0,n_elements(name)-1 do begin

original_stmp='/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/

$sogaz/HDF_'+band[r℄+'/'

$+name[s℄+'_'+band[r℄+'.fits'

seg_map='/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/

$graphE/segmaps/'+band[r℄

$+'/'+band[r℄+sigma[j℄+'s_'+name[s℄+'.seg.fits'

staki='/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/

$step2/staks2/'+band[r℄

$+sigma[j℄+'s_allstakimg.fits'

stakm='/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/

$step2/staks2/'+band[r℄

$+sigma[j℄+'s_allstakmed.fits'

stakw='/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/

$step2/staks2/'+band[r℄

$+sigma[j℄+'s_allstakwht.fits'

stake='/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/

$step2/staks2/'+band[r℄

$+sigma[j℄+'s_allstakexp.fits'

bakground=ground[s,r,j℄

old=readfits(original_stmp,h)

wold=readfits(seg_map,he)

num=wold[x[s℄,y[s℄℄

gntrd,old,x[s℄,y[s℄,x,y,5

wold[where(wold eq num)℄=0

new=interp_enter(old,x,y,172)
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new=new-bakground

wnew=interp_enter(wold,x,y,172)

wnew=(wnew eq 0)

blank=wnew*new

;;put new image into final array for staking, and write new 'blank'

;;fits file

imgstk[*,*,s℄=blank

writefits, '/san/deep/personal_workspaes/REU/sogaz/

$step2/ifits/'

$+band[r℄+'2/'+sigma[j℄+'s_'+name[s℄+'_blank.fits'

$, blank

endfor

;;stak!

stakimg, imgstk, fimg,fmed,fwht,fexp;

$,whtstk=whtstk ;, maskval=0

writefits,staki, fimg

writefits,stakm, fmed

writefits,stakw, fwht

writefits,stake, fexp

;stop

endfor

endfor

return

end
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